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Fatbikes Leading to Fat Money for Student
Entrepreneur
 Some say that ultimate happiness in a career happens
when you combine what you love with what makes you
money. 
At the age of 21, Spencer Bailey, international
business & finance, ‘15, has done just that. 
His business idea started by finding an innovative way
to pay for school and an LDS mission. Spencer speaks
Mandarin Chinese and us… 
Two Huntsman Teams Make it to Final Four
 Two Huntsman teams are finalists in an information
systems competition that drew initial submissions from
around the world. 
The competition is sponsored by Association for
Information Systems, a professional organization that
earlier this year recognized the Huntsman AIS chapter
with an “outstanding” designation, something given to
only three ot… 
(Category) Size Doesn't Matter
 Consumers might be said to have a prediction
addiction—they speculate about sports, politics,
weather, stocks, sweepstakes, health, and
relationships, to name just a few areas. What’s more,
predictions often guide their decisions. For example,
they may decide to carry an umbrella after considering
the chance of rain, to invest after forecasting the stock
ma… 
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